Boat Field Explanation

MKE/MESSAGE KEY ORI/ENTERING AGENCY

BMA/BOAT MAKE BMAD/BOAT MAKE DESCRIPTION BTY/BOAT TYPE
BLE/BOAT LENGTH BCO/BOAT COLOR BCOS/SECOND BOAT COLOR
PRO/PROPULSION TYPE HUL/HULL MATERIAL BHN/BOAT HULL NUMBER
BYR/BOAT YEAR OAN/OWNER APPLIED NUMBER
REG/REGISTRATION NUMBER REY/REGISTRATION YEAR RES/REGISTRATION STATE
HSP/HULL SHAPE HPT/HOME PORT BMO/BOAT MODEL NAME
BNM/BOAT NAME CGD/COAST GUARD DOCUMENT NUMBER
DOT/DATE OF THEFT OCA/ORIGINATING AGENCY CASE NUMBER
LKI/LINKAGE AGENCY IDENTIFIER LKA/LINKAGE AGENCY CASE NUMBER
MIS/MISCELLANEOUS FIELD FOR FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF THE BOAT AND HIT
CONFIRMATION NUMBER IMN/IMAGE NIC NUMBER IMT/IMAGE TYPE
NOA/NOTIFY ORIGINATING AGENCY

ENT/ENTRY DATE TOE/TIME OF ENTRY FROM ORI/5 DIGIT AGENCY IDENTIFIER
WAC/WACIC GENERATED NUMBER NIC/NCIC GENERATED NUMBER